
SANDWELL VALLEY LEVEL 3 DEBRIEF 

The level 3 route was the same as the level 2 but with extra loops to include bearings & grids 

sections , it also went a longer route around hill top fields  

The start was the same as level 2 but as the level 3’s crossed over the road from the map room and 

went northward along a tarmac path there was a small deviation off the hard path onto a dirt track 

that runs parallel with it , in the small wooded area was the first ticket , ‘canter path ticket’ 2 riders 

missed this ticket by staying on the hard path  

 

The route then followed the river under the railway bridge and into the bearings checkpoint , the 

bearings took you across a small hill on dirt & grass tracks with a ticket near to the end then into the 

end of the bearings checkpoint  

After this checkpoint the route went over the railway and into the RSPB , some riders had problems 

finding the correct route here as they followed the driveway into the car park instead of taking the 

dirt track , you can see the driveway leading to a small building on the OS map , the route to take is 



parallel with the railway line and can be seen clearly on the aerial photo

 

The route then went back along the river , up between the golf courses and then round hill top 

following field boundaries 

The next checkpoint was placed in the ‘gun emplacements’   1 pair and 1 individual got the entry 

correct , you can see on the aerial photo the 3 emplacements which are also clear on the OS map , 

the route came across the field heading towards 1 ruined emplacement that was clear as you rode 

towards it , the route then turned south onto a concrete path and went round the southern most 

emplacement  



 

After this checkpoint the route went downhill and crossed the road onto ‘tree avenue’ where half 

way along there is a kink with Sandwell priory ruins on your right and the sand well on your left , 

after turning before the motorway then crossing the next motorway bridge it went up salters lane , 

turned right and followed the path into the grids checkpoint  

We used the permanent orienteering course that is in the valley for the grids , only 1 individual and 1 

pair got all 3 posts , the first and third posts seemed to cause the most problems , the first one was 

between swan pool and the motorway  



 

The third is in a small wood between the path and the road  



 

We checked the grid references with GPS  , I have included the 12 figure ref in the photos , for TREC 

purposes ignore the first and last numbers in X & Y  

Everyone found the finish , eventually  

Sandwell valley OS map is quite difficult to navigate as it has too much information on it , this also 

makes drawing a route difficult , both for the tracuer and competitor but we hope everyone enjoyed 

the challenge , as townies we are very lucky to have this riding on our doorstep  


